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“One of the grandest projects in the entire country is Mt. Beautiful.”
MaryAnn Worobiec

Mt. Beautiful

Sauvignon Blanc
2016
North Canterbury, New Zealand

92
POINTS

Michael Apstein,
Wine Review Online

91

“Although the Marlborough region of New Zealand put Sauvignon Blanc
on the map, other regions fashion distinctive and equally enjoyable
versions. Take this one from North Canterbury, a region on New Zealand’s
east coast in the mid-portion of the South Island. Paradoxically, it has
more weight and fruitiness than many from Marlborough despite its more
southerly (cooler) locale. It maintains a balancing zestiness that keeps it
fresh and lively. Another bargain!”
“Smooth and lush with crisp and lively acidity; rich and dense, ripe and
long.”

POINTS

Anthony Dias-Blue
Blues Reviews /
The Tasting Panel
Double Gold Medal and 95 Pts
SF Int’l Wine Competition

91

“Vividly fruity, lightly herby, spicy and fresh with notes of lime zest, peach,
mango, pineapple rind, spring pea and thai red chile skin.”

POINTS

Planet Grape,
Catherine Fallis

89
POINTS

TheShout,
Cameron Douglas

17.5/20
Raymond Chan
Wine Reviews

Beautiful wine comes from a beautiful place

“Distinctive bouquet with layers of mineral and stone then ripe citrus and
tree fruit aromas, soft passionfruit and floral notes add depth and complexity.
On the palate – just dry and ripe, plenty of acidity gives a crisp and refreshing
bite, flavours of hay and, ripe bell pepper and peach and passionfruit, a light
mineral quality follows adding length and depth. A really lovely wine with a
distinctive NZ cool climate feel with a juicy core of fruit.”
“The mouthfeel is fresh, elegant and zesty with fine, lacy acidity, and the
wine flows along an elegantly proportioned and fine-textured line, leading
to a thirst-quenching finish. This is a cooler spectrum Sauvignon Blanc with
cut grass, nettly and gooseberry fruit, and suggestions of green beans on
an elegant, zesty, mouthwatering palate.”
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